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Higgs boson is one of the most intriguing partit-

lee of modern physics. It ia indispensable for tho pre-

sent-day theory of electroweak interactions - Weinberg-Sa-

lam model . Peculiar features of the H-particle - an ele-

mentary scalar field whose coupling to the natter field} la

proportional to their masses - makes the investigation of

Higgs-boson properties interesting both in theoretical

and experimental aspects. It is extremely diffioult to

find them because: (1) Higge couplings to particles which

can be accelerated to produce H-boeone ( в
 t
Ji , U « cl

and £ ) are rather small; (2) even if the Higgs particle

was produced it would be difficult to deteot it; (3) Hlgga

bosons are supposed to be rather heavy: A|^^10 GeV •

Reoently Wilczek has suggested to detect H-boeon In

the decays V—* Ц% where У io a veotor partiole

built of Q C$ pair ( Q is a heavy quark). This way

avoids the first two difficulties listed above. Experi-

mental signal of such a decay is rather clear: monochro-

matic photons aasocieted with heavy particle decay pro-

ducts» The probability of this decay increases quadrati-

cally with the Y-meson mass and becomes equal to the

У — • e
+
e" decay rote for My * 110 GeV. The only

problem is to find the appropriate V-maaon. If the

Higgs boson is lighter than У — meson, it could be

detected in "Y-» H X decay. It is supposed that £ -

quark must have the SU(2)2 partner - Ь -quark. The follo-

wing limit for /Mj/ . was reached at PETHA: A1^>30aeV
 5
.

Upper limit on W-^, comes from investigation of the

Higgs potential: T>1 ̂
1
0 O GeV

 6
 , ̂ he discovery of

VXT with /Лу J^BQ GeV may happen soon and the



process e
+
e~ —• \^ — + H t will work as the H-bo-

son factory*

The а1в of thie paper is to oaloulate the strong in-

teraction radiative eorreotion to the V—* hi X decay

rate* Recently «he one-loop JL$ correction to the

^ C * " * ^ decay rate hai been coaputed and the ooeffi-

olent ot etj turned to be rather large ? . this fact

oasts a shadow on application of the JL$ perturbation

theory to this decay. It «as interesting for me to learn

the impaet of gluon corrections on the bare amplitude

V—*HX found in ref.
 4
 . Hjr result is the following.

The coefficient in front of d>s ±в rather large. In

particular for V , if Нц//*\
г
 ^ 0 . 8 » *

ne c o r
~

r»ctiep* to r(*f-*lit)/r(Y- t+e~) amounts tp 35*

of the born result ( I normalize otj to its value in

the 3 / Y decayj *^s(^v) -O.2 ). Correction for

the topponium decay rate is smaller beoause of JLj re-

and equals to 25% for / 4 V 0 T
= 8

°
 G e V

»
 T n e

the correctien is negative, so it diminishes the decay

rate»

What we are going to calculate is the radiative cor-

rection to the bound state decay rate* The relevant techni

que was developed in various details by investigators of
a

the positronium system . One must compute the one-loop

correction te free e*e~ pair annihilation at rest and

then multiply the result by Y(O) , The Breit Hamiltonian

which describes positronium dinamics produces J, cor-
rection to the ¥(&) t an(i we neglect this since we

are interested only in O(*^j corrections. For the

case of quarlĉ gltiem perturbation theory the situation is



just the same. But *f(0) *
e
 BOW mostly due to nonpertur*

bative confinement effects. Hence a reliable computation

of Y(O) seems impossible. By considering the ratio

Г(\Л* Ht)/Г(\/'— e+e~) we aroid this problem since in

this ratio Y(O) cancels out. Nonuniversal corrections

to A(V~*H&)
 d u e

 *° confinement effects are supposed

to be ot order J* / f\y where ^ « 2 5 0 HeY.

Clearly, they are much less important numerically than

oLj corrections.

O(eLs) correction to the decay rate V"* & £"
q

oomputed earlier . Let us write out the expression for

' taking account of Л,j terms:

к J
Following definition of fy is usedt ^

- $y Aiy в^, J ^ ^ ie the quark charge^ Cp - V 3 .

To obtain the analogous correction to the decay rate

V ~ * n o we must compute seven diagrams depioted in

Pig. 1a - 1g as well as seven diagrams with interchanged

fermlonlegs. Let's diacuea the computation of diagrams 1e

and 1f. Diagram 1e describee the Higgs-quark interaction

dressed by gluon. It contains ^ H /\ where /\ is an

ultraviolet out-off. Xo understand this in details let

us consider diagrams 2a-o, which desoribe scattering of

quark with momentum P and mass Yn O K the Higga boson

with sero momentum transfer. Sum of the diagrams 2a-2o is

equal to t — З Р |
Л
 -f l ~Л I* and contains -ft* Л

\
because scalar vert*X is renormalized by vector interao-

tion. For example, in dealing with pion-nucleon interacti-

on we must fix interaction constant at some value of exter-



и--' г"?гг'-я'-п АП1 tMs gives us the rule for eliminating

'ч/| . ';•<-*• we work in a strict .Veln'iTR-̂ filani rvodel

*!•-•'' H <$<$ Interaction is ur.iqiteliy determined by

И— •"-! t I'M. t.ho quark лняэ is given by a condensate

v ••! 14*- о; U'p ilhrr. field. The corresponding term in the in-

tfpii: tJon L'H'.rp.npian is the following: «3P -= W
1
 Y f (i+Vy.)

wbere V in vacuum expectation value of the Higge

field. When tup quark-gluon interaction ie switched on

we moot add quark гяаяе renormHt'ition counterterm to the

1ЧС,ПП1'1Р.П! at - [ YA — t £.( vv<)\ YT{4*- -Q~ ) . Tils coun-

terterm mp.lces циагк mass equal to its "observable" value

ami nt tho sivm time produces an extra term in the physi-

cal Higfjs-qunrk interaction. We depict this term on

PiK. ?d. It is equal to - i ^4~^ • Writing out the di-

vergent port of the quark тана operator ^-div( ̂  •

ш GL Угг ^ п Д + -43 (P-**) &y\ •—% we see that ^n Л dis-

appears in the sum of diagrams 2a-2d. We hope that the

reeder ia now convinced that the diagram of Pig. I^must

be added to that of Fig. 1e.

Now let's dwell on the computation of the diagram 1g.

The point is that there occura the well-known 1/iJ" sin-

gularity when we compute this diagram ( V" is quark-an-

tiquark relative velocity). In the decay probability this

term would result in the following contribution; —-a'%." •

But the nature of this term is, in fact, Ooulomb-like

interaction and it can be obtained by expanding 1 r (O) I

~Z -
%1
VK in tLsi*- ~ 1~&/Cf($). This means that

1-е
 y

it. was already accounted for in the wave function and

ti;<»re is no need to account for J-s/lf piece once more.

Hence, the term ~ <^x/lfin diagram of Fig. 1g must be



subtracted.

The last remark about the computation of din^renrtin

Pig» 1. Some diagrams contain infrared divergency coming

from the low gluon frequencies* To regularize it we give

the gluon a mans Л . We are dealing with the decay of

colorleee bound state of nonrelativistlc quarks 00 in th*

eum of ell graphs -^n A disappears.

The decay probability is given by the expression!

{тк***^*)-6**"-*)• \ а -.« * Л Л «Ъ « в 1 •» Ж ~ ^ L ^ I f 0Ь* J ^ «• \

where Ж» r-j*- » FW~ J "-Hilljaiofp. i s the Spence

function, q>(x)- ̂ ^JlL СпГ11*2&ЗШ-1 . 4>fe)oan

be expressed as the sum of two Spence functions of complex

arguments. Л i s regular at ^ » 1/2. 0l(o) . 1+

is presented in Pig. 3. Formula (2) works when A\ ]/ -

oL
s
 ft

v
 . if M

y
- ft

H
 &<A

S
 /4^ the Hiff

mass is close to the masses of quarkonium bound states

and y—• по decay must be studied in another way (in

the case of H-mass close to the "Y~ -system levels is

discussed). To obtain the value of the ratio



/r(V-€*e~) (1) must be diTlded by (1) and this

•lightly diminishes the magnitude of the correction.

S O M numerical estimates were presented In the beginning

of the paper.

The Halt X -* *• in the expreseion (3) ia тегу in-

teresting. In this case we are dealing with the deoay of a

heary scalar particle into a bound Q Q state and a

photon. This is an exoluslre process. Description of exelu-

sire processes within QCD is the field of inteneire stu-

dies nowadays. <* * -вк« ^ m** ^
 t h l e

 I*"**

where Q substitutes M
H
 , Ihe(<(; I W Q y summation

in this process can be performed with the help of OPE

analogously to** •

• The decay H—+(QQ)v Y with the subsequent decay

У — • e
+
e~ from the experimental point of riew pre-

sents the dearest signal in seeching for H-boson. Unfor-

tunately, the ratio of this deoay rate to the deoay rate

H -* QQ is тегу small, Г(Н~*Ч*)/Г(Н->6>$) -
f
 ) , where ( $

у
 6

C
)*= 6.5-/0~* ,

The author is indebted to L.B.Okun, M.I.PolikarpoT,

M.l.Shifman and H.B.Voloabin for useful disoussions. I

wish to thank If.A.Shifman for imfitOtr^ my bad English.



a) Ъ)

a) •) f) e)

jig, 1. Diagrams producing О (*t$) eorreotion to the

decay rate У-» H )f • ?ег«м< atlona of tbe

quark legs must be also taken Into account*

a) b) o)

!Flg.2 • Hlgge-quark interaction in the first order in
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Fig. 3. dependence.
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